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Leicester Print Workshop (LPW) is the regional centre of excellence for fine art

printmaking. It promotes, sustains and advances fine art printmaking as a

contemporary art form, a craft and a skill. It develops and enhances artistic

talent, supports learning and education, and makes a significant contribution

to contemporary visual arts in the Midlands, the UK and internationally. It is

the largest, best equipped and most accessible print studio in the Midlands,

attracting artist members from over a 100-mile radius. Uniquely, it provides

support from experienced technicians during all opening hours, and is the

largest regularly funded Arts Council England print studio to offer access to

non-members.

Leicester Print Workshop is home to around 200 artist members. Members

pay annual subscriptions to access the fully equipped studio during its

opening hours, normally Tuesday – Saturday, 10am – 4pm. The studio is staffed

by expert technicians and is set up for Screenprinting onto paper and textiles;

Intaglio processes including Drypoint, Etching, Engraving; Relief processes

including Letterpress, Lino, Woodcut; Stone and Photoplate Lithography;

Monoprint and Collagraph.

Over the last year, LPW and its staff have been innovative and agile, and have

successfully launched a series of new online courses as well as the first digital

Leicester Print Festival & Fair. The success of these online activities have

broadened our audience and encouraged us to rethink our membership

structure and model.
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Following an induction, membership is open to artists and printmakers of any

ability. Many artists use the facilities and expert support to develop their own

professional practice and create new work for exhibition and sale. Members

receive benefits such as a lower hourly rate to use the Studio resources,

exclusive opportunities to show new work, opportunities to take part in LPW

and its partner’s projects, as well as discounts on courses and materials.

Currently, the majority of our members are local and the membership

offerings are driven by access facilities and resources on-site. 

Studio membership

Review other comparable and successful membership models currently in

the printmaking, visual art, and craft community

Review how LPW engages with its members and, through consultation

with existing and lapsed members, determine common artistic needs and

interests, barriers to engagement, and areas for new offers and

opportunities

Research into potential members and membership offering outside of the

current model and geographical reach. Including the viability of providing

a ‘virtual’ membership, out of hours membership, and flexible membership

Work collaboratively with staff and trustees to design new membership

structures and models that are more accessible, attractive and financially

sustainable

Leicester Print Workshop is seeking an experienced consultant to review its

membership and associated income generation structures. This will support

the organisation to transition to a more sustainable business model that

embraces fresh thinking and new user behaviours prompted by the COVID-19

pandemic. The appointed consultant will:

Consultancy brief 



Your (and your teams’) profile(s)

Your approach to this review process

Breakdown of budget and timeline

Please submit a proposal outlining:

In no more than 2 sides of A4 document, along with one example of previous

work to administrator@leicesterprintworkshop.com by 5pm, Friday 14th May

2021.

Support a brief ‘market-testing’ off the new offers through a focus group, or

similar

You will be supported by and report to the Leicester Print Workshop Board of

Trustees. Please note that this activity is funded by the ACE Cultural Recovery

Fund, and has a relatively short timeline of 5 - 6 weeks to deliver. 

Total fee £5,600 inclusive of expenses and VAT

Proposal deadline 14th May, 5pm

Consultant appointed w/c 17th May

Draft report delivered w/c 21th June

Final report by 30th of June.

Budget and timeline

How to apply

www.leicesterprintworkshop.com

www.makeprints.co.uk

www.cvaneastmidlands.co.uk
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